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*)
< INTRODUCTION '. -

As professionals who would develop readers-and thus thinkers.
and doers -we must keep our roads to professional knowledge open
This is the very principle essential to guaranteeing htoracy Because
reading is the heart of education, the apportunifiesforSll persons to
learn must remain as open as %%have kept our professional quest.

Our search for more effective deans io teach reading must begin
with a continuous reexamination of both our literacy goals and our
definition of what a means to be literate. Thus this monograph begins,
with a brief review of these topics It is not adequate to merely review

. our,goifs, however, if we expect to irn-p-rave. In additHm, we need to
know how successful our past efforts have been. Improvement is
based on an understanding of strengths and weaknesses Despite mg
mficant a ccomplithme nts in promoting literacy for all citizens, much

Iremains to be done. For example, while ore children than evertbe-
fore have reached basic literacy levels, th re seems to be a leveling off
or even a slight decline in higher-level reading cotnprehension skills -

Instructional practices are based on agreed-upon goals as well as
on an understanding of strengths and weaknesses But it is research
that provides us With insights into the particular strategies to adopt
and adapt in our classrooms. Research, however, includes not only
those controlled experiments designed to study learning processes,
Alt also the-traditions of good teaching growing from the years of
trial-and-error efforts of numerous teachers -a kind of continuing
action research.

WHAT IS READING?
The study of reading usu ally evolves into the broader study °niter-

acy. And the study of literacy become* involved with such issues as
functional literacy (88, 40),* tfie definitions of functional and basic
literacy (59, 56), and the natinje. of litellicy (75, 77).

.
umben in parentheses Appearing in the text rein to the Bibliography beginning on
palm 26.

r.
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For purposes of this monograph the definition of literacy is broad-

er than merely a person's ability to read and write This simple defini- _

tion omits a vital dimension the use of literacy skills to provide a \
ci, on with one more opportunity for a richer and fuller life. The
add dimension emphasizes omprehension and communication of
ideas the goals of literacy. Both Roger's College Thesaurus (1976)
and the Random House Lnabndged Dicrionary (1978) emphasize
disseminating knowledge and increasing understanding as the Rey
dimensions of literacy when they list ignorant as the prime synonym
of illiterate Other synonyms for illiterate in the Thesaurus include
unread, uncultivated, if:learned, unlettered, and empty- headed ...

Since thp Thesaurus and the Random House Dictionary attempt to
reflect common usage, it becomes obvious that illiteracy has a general
connotation of lack of knowledge and understanding

lithe definition of literacy emphasizes -comprehension, -it follows
that reading, as one aspect of literacy, should also be concerned
primarily with comprehension When we examine reading as a com-
prehension or information process, we come to understand that (t)
the process involves gelling meaning from and bringing meaning ro
the printed page, (2) reading depends on one's language development
and background, (3) grammatical patterns and the redundancy of
language are dies to comprehension, (4) leading is communication,
and (5).,,why qne reads determines what one takes away from the
_reading. .

The goal of reading instruction is obviously- confused when a
teacher rates that he or phe is attempting to teach children to love
reading We d not be trying to encourage children to love read-
ing Rither, we should teaching reachniso that children learn that
reading is one more awe qe to help them do and enjoy those things,
they want td do'and enj y.

To prove the point, thellowingexpenment aught help The next\
time a teacher proclaims hetor his love for reading, offer that person
a 500-page book on nonparainetric statistics Unless the teacher is a
statistician, the response will usually be a polite "No, thank you:
accompanied by an explanation of the person's general interests and
particular readang preferences. The point is obviouswe all yea nt to
roil the things That Will help us learn abdut something, build or repair
something, vicariously enjoy an author's expenences or life in anoth-

.. .
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er time or,setting, We do not readjust for the sheer joy of cast ng our
eyes across printed symbols. We read for the personal means in the
result of reading and that should be our goal in teathing c dren to
read: We can teach children to love making things,findi g out about
new ideas, and enjoying a vanety of expenences, but we cannot teach
them to love reading Reading is a means to anInd, not ad end in
itself.

STATUS OF'READING
Cntics of education-have been very obvious throughout the history

of US. education The focus of much of their cnticism has been on
reading and literacy. At times,,these critics have identified important

,--educationaLproblems-bulasineml-they hase_based their attacks
'on personal biases and have not substantiatedtheir claims with data

Arthur E. Bestor's Educational Wastelands (4) ejeinplified the
long-running debate about the effectiveness "today's education "
Bestor insisted that "educationists" had taken intellectual disciplines
out of the educatjniprocess, and as a result, children were not being
taught how to think More frequently, however: attacks on the devel-
opment of language skills in the schools were less intellectual than
Btor's, citing merely examples of poor spelling and grammatical us-
age by children.'

In 1955 with the appearance of Rudolph Flesch's Why Johnny
. Cap t Read (31)contending that phonics instruction in the schools

hat been replaced by a look-say" method. result of which the
childreh of the nation were unable to read nticism focused on
reading instruction. This book had considerable impact and generat
S substantial lay and professional response In reyiewingand writi4
about it, most penodicals included cntical responses In Newsweek,
William S. Gray stressed that there was more than one method to
teach reading,' in Tune, Ruth Dunbar called the booka "hue and cry
directed at a strawman."' Flesch was subjected to analyses pointing
out numerous errors am his book, arguing that he was witting about
pronouncing- npt understanding words, and insisting that phon
ics was being taught, in conjunction with othet methods. Several pub-

.
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lieattens initiated lengthy series about how readily; was being.
taught 4 It was a flare-up in a debate that continues even today.5

With the advent of Sputnik in 1956, the concern. whipped up by
Flistb boiled over Although initially focused on science training, it
quickly exPinded to education in general and to reading inparticu;
lar Comparisons of U S and Russian schools attempted topplain

- how our nation lost the first lap in the race into space. Flesch's con-
tention that phonics was a key answer being ignored became the crit-
ics',.battle cry, the Saturday -Rev.:eh attempt to suggest that reading
instruction was more complex than a phonics versus look-say" di-
lemma earned a reader's Cart response. "There is a real war on in
reading, and for the future well-being of American Education, it is
important that the right side win."6

Exemplifying the impact of the space race o$ educational criticism,
Arthur TraCe's What Ivan Knohs That JohnAy Doesn't (96) insisted
that, corittarytollopulaY'OpiriiOrf, Russian schools did not neglect
training in the humanities in favor of math and science. Rather, the
book asserted, they did a much better job than U.S schools In the
Saturday Evening Post (97), Trace compared the U.S reading texts'
controlled rocabula'nes with what he claimed wore the Russian pu-
pils much larger lexicons developed at the earliest ages.

Trace's book and rcollection edited by Charles C.Walcutt (100.
although typical of criticism in the early 1960i, were not heavily sup-
ported with dpta Oddly, there was no tendency in such abate to
apply Achievement trend data, which in those years would have
shown marked gains in comparison with any previous penods.

A third great wave of concern and criticism has resulted front the
reported decline, in test scores,particularly, on college entrance
exams and it is, once again, highly attentive to reading and reading-
related areas.

Literacy and Equality
Before reviewing the data regarding reading trends, it is important

tqreview the trend in U & schoolslo equalize educational opportuni-
ties Without a recognition of this movement, we will not be able to)
fully appreciatc'the trends in reading achievement. .

8
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Any review of the data regarding school enrollments indicates trc-
mendjus progress in extending educational opportunities to broader
segm.ents of our population While in 1950 less than half of the high
school graduates went on to_college,Fby 1977 that figure reached 80
percent Obviously, our schocils arc now offering college preparatory
cuMcula;o many more children of varying abilities and educational
backgrounds while imparting basic literacy in general. Surely this has
much to do with desegregation which began in the 1950's

In acknowledging this situation, one need not be naive about the
depict of progress made ip equalizing educational opportunity, it
varies by state and locality, and in some areas has only recently had
anything like a full effect. The history of education for Blacks in an
inland county in Florida makes thit point clear

After the Cirri War,_separate schools for black children were_Grst
estaITaia iriFfoiicia in 1866. Before,that time, airy education of
black children in that state was the concern of two private agencies. In
some areas, state-supported educational opportunity came much lat-
er Although settlement of this particular central Florida county be-
gan in 1911, the quality of education for Blacks has improved very
?lowly All but a few of the county's Blacks still live in segregated
"quarters" apart from the county's three major towns. Most of them
have always been migrant lap) hands, educated until 1938 in church
schools when there were no crops to hantst In that year, a state-
supported school began in one of the black communities. Forced in-
tegra 'tion of schools within the countyfrom the lower grades up
did not begin until 1971 and was not completed until 1979-80
Attendance of black children. is still quite irregular and unenforced

This brief history of the education of blac udcnts in one county
helps explain the fact that in 1978,70 per nt of the minority students
in Florida who took the state's co tency test, failed it In many
areas of, the United States, btaerchildren have moved slowly from
segregated systems into...the mainstream school systems, bringing
with them the disadvantaged background of the separatist schools
they were forced to attend That the NAEP study (72) showed the
greatest gains between 1971 and 1975 for black nine-year-olds in the
Soyheast United States is surely.no coincidence.

There has not been widespread agreement that these efforts to en-
sure.clival opportunities in education have been compatible with

9
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prov iding quoin) education in fact, a growing chorus of criticism ha s
attacked not only the methods, materials, and teachers developed in
adattempt to improve education for all, but the entird comprehensive
educational system as well denerally, such criticism focuses on the
declining scores of students taking the college entrance exams, with-
out acknowledging either the fact that this group is significantly
larger and broader than in theppt or other achievement data show-
ing improvement 'for the total student population. Ironically, this
lack of understanding regarding the progress accdbced in tfie U.S
educational sysem is not shared by nations such as Sweden and
Grim Britain These countries sec the higfiest-achieving U S stu-
dents performing at feast oh a pg with their own I05), and find the
remaining U S citizens better prepared by Comprehensive schools
than their citizens are prepared by more elitist, separatist systems for
the educational age

As Daniel Tanner (90) notes in a recent article '

It is ironic that in the 1970s various American commissions and
panels advocated that we abandon the Atnerican invention of
comprehensive schooling at a time when advanced nations, af-
ter a long and continuing effort toward educational reform, are
begunung to make significant progress toward inttituting this
model This movement reflected the need for a more
highly educated populace to meet,the industrial and technical
demands of post-war development add "also as a means toward
social and,political justice in terms of social mobility and eco-
nomic equality!'"

The U S system has been committed to developing each citizen't
potential Into as viable a commodity as possible in modern scwiety so
that both the society and the individual can achieve success This the
go_ al to provide equality in pbblic education has at the same =Oaten
bound to the objective which wouldprovide quality education

Ralph Tyler (98) emphasizes the dual achievement of U S schools
in providing quality education while &ntinuing to expand equality of
educational opportunities:

This review of cross-national data on educational achievement

110
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indicates that the U.S. educational system has clearly been re-
sponsive both to the rapid changes 'Society and to4fs.bastc
democratic ideology. It has reached a larger proportion of its
young people than almost all other nations,. while its top 5%
have attained the same high scores reached by nations that at-
tempt to teach only a small fraction of their I 8-year-olds. There
are still problems to be solved, but the progress isencouraging
(p. 310) .

How Welt Do They Read?
"Why can't kids read any more''" "Why are you wasting my kid's

time with projects and games when you ought to beteaching her how
toibd9" _ _

It is probablelhaernost teachers have been bombarded with such
questions and comments from 1.orwerned parents and other residents
in tbeir community about the reading performance of children today.
These loaded questions may come from parents who have not yet
taken the time to sit down with their children to discover that they are
reading to complete the games and projects.

It is not difficult to identify the sources that provoke these ques-
tions Magazines and newspapers regularly carry articles contending
that out students la.k adequate reading skills and concluding that the
level of reading competency of children and adults declines every
year. Television and radio commen.tanes offer similar messages, but
rarely do such "analyses" attempt to cite relevant statistics or mean-
ingful reselrh to support their claims. Frequently they rely on select-
ed exa les or inappropriate data to do so.

Were The "Good Old Days" R ally Better?
.

In his sy ndicate.d column, Andy Rooney recently aimed his arsenal
of questions at society's inclination to go back to the "good old days
Noting improvements in several key aspects of life, Rooney won-
dered if we really do want to return to the past No aspectrof life is
more subject to the nostalgic criticism that concerns Rooney than is
education "134ck to the basics" and minimum competency seem to be

.L4
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ralionalized.on the premaso hat children of today do not read as well
R . as children of the same age in the.past and the explanaan for this

1
.

, , difference may relate, in part, 4o instructional methodologies preva-
lent in the "good old days" but now;upposedly abandoned. Yet a

. ., critical look atexisiing reading performame data seriously questions.
the assumption that reading perforr;iance has declined, and even a

I . rapid survey of the thousands of reading studies of the past 60years_
emphasizes the de vclopnient of reading niethodulogies andrpa.tert4

. of a complex strticture founded on nctopposed to those of
-goodold days." . .

In general, the reporting of readitikpeiforina c data ovei time 16
iiry spotty, .And when report's al c complete eno h to permit evalua: r"-

li
;ion of The research design- s., they reveal dat3 ['rein a variety of tegs :r

- , given to samples often poorly matched and data, more often than not, - '
sui;jeCted to only limited and qu4ionable statistical treatment 4nd 1.,..

analysts (28,34) Dependable reading achieverhent trend daia are ex- I.

tremely difficult to effect because of dificiences in key educational
N... .

factors, such as age-grade relatiinships, chtnges in ciarricula, and
changes fn tests bothin content and in measurement tighniques.

Et ualfy important, no achievement trend data is fully meaningful-
. withoulthe careful analysis Of a host of relevant snctocconemic, de-.

mograpIY, and other societal factors for the two periods from which
scores are being compared Very rarely have any trend data been ac-

,,, companted by,i thorough contextual analyits of the periods studied, ,
.

but arly,study which includes such An analysis is hkely to point up so
A .

many pronounced differences that influence schools, tests, and test
performance as to question the validity of Comparing scores across .

time at all (6). .' IV ''...
.,

The foregoing limitations restrict
.
the interpretations of any rcad-

ing trend studiss.! vertheless, there is no arch on reading trends ,'4p,e
to. derrffyistEate am ar.linc in reading adlievement for. the lower
prima* grades, fat er, the a,vailabIe data depict continuous im,-,
prOvernent at that ley I OD), Thus dreading instruction research and '

. "the consetoent recommended Methodologies and materials have
In. '.. i c

.-- contributed to some decline in national reading ability, such studies,"
e must not include data for beginning, and early reading. Both areas

I

have been the subject of a burgeoning mays of research with instruc-
tional implications (24)

..
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There as conflicting evidence on reading trends 'f the upper */,
gradesthat is, in the wake of score declines on some tests given at
these levels, tither reliable trend data demonstrate improvement (50,
94, 20). Nor a there any reliable synthesis of the data for these grades
Thus 416spite the media's seeming conviction that children today,a re
not taught to read as well as children in the past the verdict oh the

.effiKt wenesa of reading Instruction is not yet in, per is it likely to bent
until vie have Much more andsignificantly better data, carefully and 4,

cautiously synthesized.
One of the important limitations of evidence cited to support read -

ing performance decline is that it is based primarily op data from
college entrance exams, a nd therefore reflects on only a percentage or
ourstudent population in grades 11 and I2." If we are to view these,
students as the highest achievekof reading instruction, we must take
into account how that test-taking population has changed with the
increasingly extended opportunity for higher education to more
students.

RESEARCH ON TEACHINd.READING
Almost all reading research has been conducted since 1000 By

now, this is quite an extensive body of research, and it has been relat-
ed to the interests and expertise of many other areas, including lin-
guistics, commumcationsv psychology, and medicine

In 1925, William S. Gray collected and summarized ovpr 400 read-
mg research studies reported up to that =etEach year since, this
annual summary has attempted to abstract all published reading re-
search By the 19 's, over 140 reports were identified each year. By
the early 1970's th animal average number rose to 300. By the mid-
1970's, the a ual summary included between 500 to 600 new re-

search re orts each year, and the ,1980 volume summarized over
1.000, for a grand tqtal of nearly 12,000 studies since the time this
educational research was first 43 ublb Thus, in about 15 years the
tOrt number of.the collection had, d, and it seems probable

COL The hum ber wilt doublegai .P /
While the thy irsity of this gins is fascinating, each year

a high Rercc ntagefif the summaries either have concerned studies of

et 0
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reading instruction methodoltigies or have had potential implications
for instruction'A quick review of any of these stpdies suggests that
the research - recommended methods of the "good old days" are the
foundation of today's instruction Fort(or more years ago, a corner-.
stone was 1n place for each of the various approaches to teaching
reading from which today's teachers select methods to meet diverse
stud ept needs.

.

Historical Review of Research Trends
Before 1909, the McGuffey reader was in wide 'use as the fore-

runner of the basal reader, which has since dominated reading in-
struction in this wuntry. By 1900, rote memorization of the alphabet
as initial reading instruction had given way both to phonic methods
and to learning sight words In addition, the s s for today's empha-
sis on comprehension were sown the st reading as saccadic eye
movements and pauses encompassing units of meaning was already
affecting instructionarmethods. In addition, between 1910 and 1920
there was .1 growing emphasis on research lo explain reading
disabilities sti11 a major interest of reading specialists today. And

, the kinds of contro versies about instructional tech niques.tha are fre-
quent today, were prevalent then Even among those advocating
strong emphasis on phonics theft was disagreement...about teaching..
methods as to the feasibility of synthetic alphabets, foraexample,
and how to teach initial and final blendsounds.

Other instructional cdhcerns were also surfacing in the,1920's An,
emphasi; on silent reading.was closely tied to the development of
standardized reading tests Although standard tied testidg is consid-
erably improved today, it exercises an almost intimidating influence
on tho evalbatOpg loading instruction, anclettlis results in much

' instruction geared to effect test results In the 1930's the research and
theorizing about silent reading sought to distinguish it from oral

;..« reading Today researchers-8're continuing to better understand the
interrelationship of language activities. Unfortunately, however,
there is no assurance that this perspedive on reading is even
closely approximated by the asseisment of most standardized
criterion-referenced, or minimum cwripetthcy tests As.the cure

14
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tlhenomenon of trummum ,competency teging-ttie nation,
language research is suggestingthat the factored subskills it teas to

,measure do not.add up to the readi;Cant., . i
Wino ant new.emphases in the/930's wecreNtident In major stud

ies o eading interests and comprehension These studies are intrt-
cat y related in develop current understanding of rea.cli,ngias.a
m ningful activity tabling the leader to acquire needed informa
tto and ideas of personal interest This vein of research coupled with
la r linguistic influences directs mar*.,reftoday's researchers seeking.

' a description of raiding asra whole language activity. .

The 1930's also saw the development of several other research
perspectives that are prevalent in reading today -for example, areas
relaKd to rerfiedial readingand Co Viness foimitial instruction
Durilig the same period, attention,tAndividual differences led to
homogeneous grouping, and publishers became concerned about the
-readability oftexts. Today these empillsesAierate, much research,
theonzulg, mjhodology, and instructfoAeared toward a child's
prereading experiences and toiard t1te indivigualization of reading
instruction and materials. -

The new concern for readability in the 1930's also led to vocabulary
/ controfnd the kind of text that is,..satlreted even today for its "Dick

and Jane" insipidity. Interestingly, such texts still bear the brunt of
accusations linking them to the ,charge that schools are failing to
teach reading. Yet Dick and Jane readers were libsolete long before
the 60's students with declining.-SAT scores entered first grade In
fact, students who learned t6 read with Dick and Jane were progress
ing throUgh school4 un ng the 1940'k and 1950's, and no data shows
anything byt increasing readingUlucvement scoro, for those years
Without sanctioning the lirhited interest of the Dick-and-Jiine-tYpe
materials, At should be noted that a great many Americans Iearnedjo
read by using them, and that (natenak student ability fit is still a solid
instructional concept.

However, even with the attention tai both ing problems and
, material fit, educators in the 1930's had yet to leads the importance of

matching readability to tile individual abilities of.srow readers who
were likely to be faced with rnaterialrdesignikifor average pupils 'at_
their gradelevels. Through the years we have learned the importance
of not frustrating students with materials they cannot read, but even

.
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today, in many schools the concept of a child's independent reading
level as the appropriate instructional level does not have instructional
impact._ -

One might ask why the failure in the I430's to effectively teach slow
learners did not show up on test results. Tlicanswer is that these
children were held back to be scored at lower grade levels until they
could be encouraged to drop out of school. It is important to note
that during this pen he keen interest in poorer performers was not
yet accompanied b a national movement to keep children in school.
Nor was there the i nse concern for equal-educational opportunit ,
ties that we are expenencing-today. In 1930, a sizable percentage WI,
children oflow ability either were not in school or dropped out soon
after entering Nonetheless, through the succeeding years mon tinu-
ing emphasis on extending educational opportunities, to cbildrep of
all background's and abilities and on keeping children rig Atol was
accompanied by merit:ales in reading achievement as measured by
standardized tests, Thislact says a great deal about the development
of the teaching of reading in the schoolsat least as it is taught to
such tests Eien in therd- to late 1960's, when fuller integration of
our schools was slowly materializing and we were moving children
from educational bjickgrounds that had been limited into the main-
stream of our educational "system, test scores at elementary levels
increased.

fle The.development of several instructional methodologies m the
I90's was a reaction to the low interest levels of the tight vocabulary ,
control In texts Teachers ladgan seeking and using more zoutside"
materials geared to student interests. ThVy developed the.language
experience" applqach, in which children composed their own reading
materials Toilay, availability of a broad range of reading materials to
match student interests and needs is understood as a basic require-
menrfor effective instruction, yet students in teachers' colleges who
encounter language -ex penencellre likely to assume it is some new
technique to be condemned or defended as a bold departure from the
basic instructional practices of the -gopd old day,5."

The 193E also laid the foundationlor themost promising current
research emphasig with the teaching of word meaning using sytti

'tactic and semantic clues lius the use of word partsand the use of
context clues were coupled icith phonic analysis in word recognition.

..
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The teaching of reading has ne; been exclusively phonetic or vis-
ual recognition, or exclusively meaninlvonented Critics would often
have us belieee that the) use of phonics is extinct or that lower
achieverrient scores have resulted from innovations Yet early in this
century plopics instruction itself was an innovation over a strict let-

.. ter (A. B. C) apfroach. If phonics instruction ever prevailed to the
exclusion of other methods, it would have happened sometime-in the
1920's before the widespread use of syntax and context and other
methodologies.

anent teaching methbdologics do not stand as some newly pro-
posed absolute unrelated tothe methodologies of the past` If today's
reading instruction could be genet-faked across individual teachers
and their strengths'and weak nessess if it could be generalized across
individual students add thou abilities and needs then the one word
that might legitimately dcsonbe it is eelart, "selecting what appears
to be the best kr true in various and diverse doctnries or methods,
rejecting a single, unitary, and 'exclusive interpretation, doctrine, or
method. . . . " (103) This is the ultimate merging of all the under-
standing developed throuit reading research over the years Espe-
cially significant was the early recognition of the importance of indi-
vidualized InstructiOn. which is well served by the options opera
contemporary teachers.

It is alsd important to note that over the past seven decades there
has been continuous improvement in the education of t achers
While we need to recognize the-significant contribution of the

41. teachers of decades ago. today's typical teacher is better educated and
. more *qualified than those of prior years In analyzing the causes for

the increased literacy levels of elementary students, the contribution
of excellent teachers is certainly An important factor

Comprehension the Continuing, Focus 9f,
Research and Practice

. kis not surprisingthat them ost promisingemphasis a research on
learning to read has focusable comprehensibn Comprehension isr
after all, the essential conditIon of reading. for without an under-
standing of what is reap, there is no reading Only the tnpst naive

C
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person would equate reading with the act of prodouncing words, as in
such statements at This child reads well, It's just that she doesn't
comprehend what she reads " Obviously such a statement is absurd.
Researchers of the reading process, from Thorndike (92) to those of
today (82), have demonstrated that the central focus of all aspects of
reading-is comprehension As these res9rchers have learned more
and more about the readingprocess, they have demonstrated the fu-.

tility of attempting to separate reading into the Mechanics of pro-
nouncing words and the comprehension of thole word!.

Moreover, the emphasis on comprehension has been more dim a
narrow emphasis on the literal meaning of the-text In 1949, Gates
(41) stated that reading was neither sigiply a mechanical skill nor
merely a lhought-ge;ting" process According to Gates, reading can
and should embrace all types of thinking, evaluating, judging. im-
aginingrea;oning, nod problem solving." He further emphasized
that the reading act is completed.or nears completion when the child
applies his her understanding in some practicakl way.

?While reading researchers have historically focused on compre-
hension. their efforts have usually been to ,dentify the components of
readinrcornprehension (19) They ha veattempted to study reading
comprehension by asstre4tiagrword meanings with symbols, select-
ing correct meanings of phrases, organizing the separate ideas that
are read. retaining concepts, anll evaluating and critiquing ideas.
Some researchers (27) havE attempted to study reading comprehen-
sion by examining a reader's ability to handle increasingly larger
segments of matenal moving from separate facts and details to the 'I
meaning'of a larger, unitary idea, for example

A historical review of the studies.on reading comprehension cm-
. phasizes that what is tieing learned about reading today is based on

they/ark of past researchers Early studies attempted to view reading
as a set of separate and distinct skills. they tried to determine the
components of reading comprehension, add, they sought to under-
stand how a reader comprehends a single meaning from printed

*.t
material Building on those studies, kesearchcrs and theoritts have
begun to truly understand reading comprehensipn as a much Or-odder
concept Studds being conducted today focus on the logical process
when one reads building on the background of concepts, experi-
ence?, and language that the reader brings to ltic printed page, In a

es.m..m
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sense,tht autho r's Ideas are seeded in the'reader's background As the
reader attempts to explore his or her own ideas, to modify them. to fit

-new ideas Into the orgailization of her or his thinking, and to con-
struct still new ideas, shed he is involved in a constant process of con-

.apt development. '
.7, In a recent piper, Adams and Bruce (l)descnbe the importance of

background knowledge and the role of language in learning They
introduce.this seemingly simple concept by stating.

t1I

So much of what we learn, we learn through language Certain-
ly most ofjoUr formal learning is acquired through language.

These observations seem almost too common to set in print
Yet, they turn from banal to deeply paradoxical with thereali-
capon that we can only learn through language that which we,

in some sense, already know That is, through language, novel
concepts can only be communicated in the form of novel com-
binations of familiar concepts (p. I)

The Adams and Bruce analysis of reading comprehension de-

scribes how a readers understanding depends on his or her conceptu-

al knowledge. social knowledge, a ndstory knowledge After discuss-

ing the research that supports their position, the authors return to
their main thesis that new learning grows out of prior learning

To say that background kno,wledge is often used, or isuseful, in

compreHending a story is misleading.. In Tact, reading
comprehension involves the constructietfi sifideas out of preex-

isting concepts. A more correct statement of the Tole of !lack-
ground knowledge would be that comprehension is th,e uese9f

prior knowledge to create new knowledge. -Without prior
kpowledge, a copplex object, such as i text, is not just difficult

to terpret, stnctly speaking. it is meaningless (pp 3b-37)

plc analysis that Adams and Bruce present is one that has devel-

opd asontinuing study of thehadingprocess' And the future
wit, certainly bnng increased underitandin of that process with i
myriad of implications and challenges for teaching reading That
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challenge for educators was framed very cogently by Robed Thorn-
dike in a 1974 review of research on reading comprehension (93).

11 reading is reasoning. we face at one and thesame time a barn-
cr and a challenge The barrier is that set by the child's limited
comprehension of what he reads, which we see now as not
primarily a deficit in one or more specific and readily teachable
reading skillstruf as a reflection of generally meager intellectual-
processes Anil this barrier promises to stand ip the way of a
wide range of future learnings.

, The challenge is to overcome this bamer by betterand.mate
inventive teachingnot solely to rFad, but also to think. Be-
cause as we improve the understanding with which a child
reads, we may concurrently improve the effectiveness, with
which he processes a wide range of inflormatiorrtmportant in his
development The challenge is also to learn to exploit for educa-
tibnal advantage the individual's resources for reasoning
through other media than words, so that the barrier of verbal
limitation may be bypassed whenever it is not relevant. (p. 147)

Implications for Teaching Reading
To content that reading instruction in most classrooms in the

United States !lac been eilectic since the 1930's does not ignore the
existence of many issues and differences of opinion among reading
specialists and rikarchers. There are indeed p'roponents of instruc-
tional approaches that are relatively exclusive of other approaches
Nqr does arguing that all methodologies in practice todaj+ have roots
in those of the earlier decades of this century mean that most of the
questions about reading have been atiswered. The ongoing attempt to
define Ind assess literacy is bnly OM example of an unresolved issue
lOca,ding And, If ever we have, fill* definitive answers to sofne
questiOns whic is u those answer's will ony leaf to dew
questions That's what research is, a way of asking questions and
searching far answss.

What, then,Can We ,ay about the teaching of rearing after 80 yeirs
and over 12,000 investigations" What do We know with certainty
about effective and ineffective reading instruction Some statements

20
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can be, made with the assurance that most 1-en-archers and teachers
wifl agree with them. Learning depends amo?rg othEr factors on
good teaching practices, and teacDog should guarantee the public
that they will use good practices. They cannot be expected to guaran-
tee test score results, however, any more than doctors can guarantee
patients will live and prosper or lawyers can guarantee they will win
cases As in medicine and lays, there is certathly a direct cprinecilon
between practices and results in reading, but only the practices can be
guaranteed.

e know today that good reading instruction practices are mem-
./ pjified by the following.

Learning jo read should involve children in experiences that
they enjoy and that demonstrate that reading is a way to gain
_information, to sautroblems, to encounter ideas, and to be
entertained This involves the teacher in identifying real reasons
for children.to read. Reading is the comprehension and su.bse--
quen4usc of ideas,

2 Now the various skills should be taught and whether or not
, drilling on them really develops the whole act 9f reading are

unresolved questions, but it is safe to say that the more closely
skill -drill exerckse is associated with a student's personal rea-
sons for reading, the more likely such exercks is to levolop
readers This means that the teacherito elects to exercise sub-
skills drported to relate to reading should assure that thea,exer-
bise involves.c'ontetat which is meaningful to the student.

3 An effective classroom and curriculum organization will pro-
- vi& the child with many types °heading opportunities and will

be geared to the needs and interests of individual children as
much as possible. Thus good practice involvemaking availabre
many types of reading material on many topics at a variety of
appropriate readability levels It requires the teacher's learning
as much as possible about each child's background, interests,
needs, and abilities. This is an ongoing assessment of each ch ild
that should continuously determine classroom activities.

2 2
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4 Matenals used fo instyuetton should be at a level of difficulty
.

that allows the child 6 read fluently without assistance (his or
her instructional rea, ing levelIRO No child should be
forced to read matenal that is too diffiult and that frustrates
the 4 hild'i attempt to comprehend. ,

... -.

....

5 Good insttuction relies on diagnosis from a.,vanety of ongow
assessments including criterion-referenced tests', informal',
teacher-made instruments, and, above all, teacher observation.
Such diagnosis is used in individualizedjnstruction to help plan
leaching that aims at helping each child reach her or his
potential. ....)

6 Good teaching practice yo no assume that the full responsibil-
ity for developing literate citizens lies within the classroom
walls Instead, the classroom activities build on school, com- 1
munity, and broader events, reaching out to the world to make
the lessons meaningful and to exploit matenajs and media '

,beyond the classrbom.
av

, R .
The following are examples of poor teaching practices.

I The drilling and testing of vocabulary and reading subskilis iso-
lated from a meaningful context

2. Tk. .
setting of arbitrary and mandatory goals enforced at grade

levels with no regard for individual differences and measured,
with tests which determme if a child succeeds or falls &

3. The use of formal testing,in lieu of daily teacher observation to
judge the success or failure of students with the result of re-
pining, discouraging, and eventually pushing out of schools

F 1those who fail the tests

4 The boring and wasteful prdtIce of having children read aloud
in turn as their peers sit and attempt to predict the page or para-
graph they will have to read

-'
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5. The use of grade q iva ents as determined by standardized
tests in lieu of instfuction 1 Reading Levels

..

It should be noted that these xamples of good and bad practices
do not include any theories or ap roaches to teaching reading As has v'

been emphasized here, the appr ches and the resulting methodolo-
gies the teacher uses should be d termined largely by, the needs and

-' interests of the individual ch dren he or the teaches

J/ .
' P..i , .

Theleather Is Still the Y
,

'
There are, of course, cont umgco to;:ersies regaiding the teach-

ing of reading But the tea a can ake a differedie, regardless of
the theoretical position take a issues Most studies have diffi-
culty determining whether o method of another inade a difference,
but few studies have any di iculty discerning that the teacher does
make a difference. t.

if the teacher will take OA time to review his or her own beliefs and
to develop practices based on-those beliefs, children will learn If so

many + experts can't agree," the teacher may ask, "why do I have to
wrestle with a definition of reading" A noted psycholingwit, Frank
Smith (81), has answered the question eloquently.

Many teachers are trained to be ignorant, to rely on the °pm-
\

ions of experts or superiors rather than on tlieir ovniudgment
The questions I am asked after lEctures to teachers (on the topic
of reading) are always eminently practicaILhow should'read-
ing be taught, which method is best, and what should be done
about a real'lzfe eightchild of Cght who has the devasiating misfor-
tune to read like a statistically fictitious child of six'' Teaches

-do not ask the right kind of questionInstead of asking what
they should do, which can never be answered with the generali-
ty they exgect, they should ask what they need to know in order

to decide for themselves. It is a monument to the efficiency o(
the brainwashing that teachers received during their training
that they are practically immune toconsult on the topic of their
own intellectual capacity.,The only time teachers express sur-
priseriNksbeltef is when it is sugg'elted that their 4Iiivn ape-

.
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rience and intaifion might be as good a guide for action as the
dogma of some expert. (p: 46) k

The following comment written by a new teacher in a graduate
course in reading demonstrates the application of Smith's admoru-
tion to classroom practice:

N .
When I started teaching this summer, I had every intention of
staying away from the "skills" approach of teaching reading. I
did not believe that everything had to be labeled. I really
thought this would bore the kids. I thought language expo-'
nence was the best approach. If the Children could relate to
what they were reading, I felt that naturally they would learn. It
was my intention to find out their individual interests an3 g"6
from there. I wanted their reading experiences to be as natural
as possible. Idealistically, I thought teaching in this manner
would make me an instant success as a teacher. I asked the kids
to talk about themselves, gave them interest inventories, and
brought in books related to what they each liked. kin, nothing .
seemed to be clicking. I had no idea- what I wanted them to
learn. The children seemed totally lost and so was I.

At thisspoint, I began working mainly with skills to give the
kids some type of structure. I soon found out that worksheets;
were boring and the kids were about as disinterested as I was.
At this point I was becoming1isillusioned, having no idea what
I believed or what I was going to do. If I had no idea what I
wanted, how could I teach the kids anything? I really began to .

think.
I wrote down what I believed vs. what I did not believe about

reading on a sheet of paper and then began to rationalize these
thoughts. Things were falling into a logical ordep. I began to see
reading as a "relationship" between skills, which I felt were.im-
portant how, and some language experience concepts. I felt that
it would be possible for a chip to naturally develop ,skillt
through/language expen'enceNaeavities. The kids would.have
some structure relating to their skillsand, at the _same time,

1



have the fr rn that goes along with language experience. Ar-'
ter teaching in this way, I really started to see .my them in
action. I felt the kids were !timing and progressing Tying to-
gether language expenence with reading skips seems Co effec-
tively implement My theory of reading.

J FOOTNOTES /
.

E.g., an English maZber exemphlies language incompetence as spelling errors in the
Chicago Tribune, February 16, 1962,.p 8.
=March 21,1955, . ,-

'June 20, 1955. .
E.g. Chruisan Science Monitor, beginning.October 7.1955
Vitness Reach's reemergence to revojoetus argument in Family Circle, November 1,
1979

..

"But There Is No Peace," Saturday Review, April 21. 1942, p 54 A response to
comment in that periodical January 20,1962.
'The internal quotation is cited from "The International Context " In Half Way There
Report on the British Comprehensive School Reform, edited by Caroline Etennand/t
Simon (London. MegravHill, 1970), p ,I I a

'See Wirtz ti al (1977) with particular attention to their 1.avertts about extending im
pligtions of SAT declines beyond grades 11 and 121p 5), Farr and Tone (1978); and
Farr (1979).
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